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Loud and Proud
“My dreams! I hope to see more women
being liberated and stand up for what they
believe in and hope to see a universe free of
discrimination torture and violence”
Fannyann Eddy
Fannyann Eddy, auch FannyAnn,
war eine Menschenrechtsaktivistin
aus Sierra Leone, die sich für die
Rechte von Schwulen und Lesben
in ihrem Heimatland und anderen
afrikanischen Staaten einsetzte.
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get a verry different
look and feel to
it with style-sets!
get a verry different
look and feel to
it with style-sets!

👊

» ... radise upravo o stvarima o kojima je
nemoguće govoriti da se mora govoriti... «
→ Daša Drndić, Belladonna

power mode
activated
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Edie & Eddy
About

Edie & Eddy provides you with three different
ways to speak up for what you value. Sharing
a Hairline base weight, each member of the
Edie & Eddy superfamily has a different voice
through treatment of contrast: a well-spoken
Modern, an emphatic Slab and a crisply articulate Text. Together, they’re an exploration of
the possibilities of the variable font format.
Modern has a crisp texture with clear contrast
between the thick and thin strokes of the letterforms. Straight, clear edges are combined
with historically-informed softer shapes, true
to the aesthetics of a modern typeface.
In the more experimental Slab Serif, all the
daring characteristics of this superfamily are
visible and its soft tone is expressed through
curves and proportions. Bringing freshness
and a little bit of controversy, unconventional
contrasts connect the Slab to the Modern.
While the superfamily contains two extremes,
Modern and Slab, the Text family is an alto
tone. Its contrast is visible, but not as high and
strict as the Modern’s, and the Slab’s stability
brings a bass-tone to Text.
The vivid italics can express lucid opinions.

Design
Formats
Styles

With high contrast and high in- and outstrokes, they have a clear rhythm. Slightly
narrower than the upright, the italics brings
a change of typographic colour to the table: to
highlight, pronounce, or simply make a point.
With the help of stylistic alternatives, a clearer
cursive can be activated — with sans serif
ascenders, other variants of a and g as well as
sharper shapes of v, w and y. For those who
want to further emphasise the soft tone of the
italics, the script-like s can be activated.
Just like a good conversation, Edie & Eddy can
be spiced up through a change of tone. Edie &
Eddy has small caps, all kinds of figures and
some rude, powerful and peaceful hand emojis.
It covers the Latin alphabet, including Vietnamese glyphs. With each 8 weights from Thin
to Black plus matching italics, the Families
cover all designers' dreams.
Highlight key points with something different:
the Edie & Eddy superfamily was designed to
be used together. Combine the Modern with
the Slab Italic, the Modern Italic to a Text, you
get the idea. A heated discussion, a clear statement, a counter argument. All this and more
is possible in a variable superfamily born to
harmonise, and differentiate.

Lisa Fischbach in 2022
OTF and TTF for Desktop and Apps, plus WOFF, WOFF2 and EOT for Web
Edie & Eddy Modern

Edie & Eddy Text

Edie & Eddy Slab

Thin Italic
ExtraLight Italic
Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
Bold Italic
ExtraBold Italic
Black Italic

Thin Italic
ExtraLight Italic
Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
Bold Italic
ExtraBold Italic
Black Italic

Thin Italic
ExtraLight Italic
Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
Bold Italic
ExtraBold Italic
Black Italic

Language Support

More than 200 languages (Latin): Abenaki, Afaan Oromo, Afar, Afrikaans, Albanian, Alsatian, Amis, Anuta, Aragonese,
Aranese, Aromanian, Arrernte, Arvanitic, Asturian, Atayal, Aymara, Azerbaijani, Bashkir, Basque, Belarusian, Bemba,
Bikol, Bislama, Bosnian, Breton, Cape Verdean Creole, Catalan, Cebuano, Chamorro, Chavacano, Chichewa, Chickasaw,
Cimbrian, Cofán, Cornish, Corsican, Creek, Crimean Tatar, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dawan, Delaware, Dholuo, Drehu,
Dutch, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faroese, Fijian, Filipino, Finnish, Folkspraak, French, Frisian, Friulian, Gagauz, Galician, Ganda, Genoese, German, Gikuyu, Gooniyandi, Greenlandic, Guadeloupean Creole, Gwich’in, Haitian Creole, Hän,
Hawaiian, Hiligaynon, Hopi, Hotcąk, Hungarian, Icelandic, Ido, Igbo, Ilocano, Indonesian, Interglossa, Interlingua, Irish,
Istro-Romanian, Italian, Jamaican, Javanese, Jèrriais, Kaingang, Kala Lagaw Ya, Kapampangan, Kaqchikel, Karakalpak, Karelian, Kashubian, Kikongo, Kinyarwanda, Kiribati, Kirundi, Klingon, Kurdish, Ladin, Latin, Latino sine Flexione, Latvian,
Lithuanian, Lojban, Lombard, Low Saxon, Luxembourgish, Maasai, Makhuwa, Malay, Maltese, Manx, Māori, Marquesan,
Megleno-Romanian, Meriam Mir, Mirandese, Mohawk, Moldovan, Montagnais, Montenegrin, Murrinh-Patha, Nagamese
Creole, Nahuatl, Ndebele, Neapolitan, Ngiyambaa, Niuean, Noongar, Norwegian, Novial, Occidental, Occitan, Oshiwambo,
Ossetian, Palauan, Papiamento, Piedmontese, Polish, Portuguese, Potawatomi, Q’eqchi’, Quechua, Rarotongan, Romanian,
Romansh, Rotokas, Sami Inari, Sami Lule, Sami Northern, Sami Southern, Samoan, Sango, Saramaccan, Sardinian, Scottish Gaelic, Serbian, Seri, Seychellois Creole, Shawnee, Shona, Sicilian, Silesian, Slovak, Slovenian, Slovio, Somali, Sorbian
Lower, Sorbian Upper, Sotho Northern, Sotho Southern, Spanish, Sranan, Sundanese, Swahili, Swazi, Swedish, Tagalog,
Tahitian, Tetum, Tok Pisin, Tokelauan, Tongan, Tshiluba, Tsonga, Tswana, Tumbuka, Turkish, Turkmen, Tuvaluan, Tzotzil,
Uzbek, Venetian, Vepsian, Volapük, Võro, Wallisian, Walloon, Waray-Waray, Warlpiri, Wayuu, Welsh, Wik-Mungkan, Wiradjuri, Wolof, Xavante, Xhosa, Yapese, Yindjibarndi, Zapotec, Zarma, Zazaki, Zulu, Zuni

More

Free Demo Fonts @ www.typemates.com/fonts/edie-and-eddy-modern#try
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Vì cách của tôi không phải
là cách của bạn, và suy nghĩ
của tôi không phải là suy
nghĩ ure.
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HANDS ON ICONS
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🤞

✌

Ambition is not a
dirty word. Piss on
compromise. Go for
the throat.

👉

Steven Erikson, Gardens of the Moon

51° 15′ 22.24″ N
7° 9′ 2.98″ E

&
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this is the
place to be,
to evolve ideas,
and go wild.

A clear statement, can be further
underlined with a change of tonality.
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Modern Thin

Speak up for change to happen!

Modern

PDF Specimen

Speak up for change to happen!
Modern xLight

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Modern Light

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Modern Regular

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Modern Medium

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Modern Bold

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Modern xBold

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Modern Black

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!
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Slab Thin

Speak up for change to happen!

Slab
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Speak up for change to happen!
Slab xLight

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Slab Light

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Slab Regular

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Slab Medium

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Slab Bold

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Slab xBold

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Slab Black

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!
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Text Thin

Speak up for change to happen!

Text

PDF Specimen

Speak up for change to happen!
Text xLight

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Text Light

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Text Regular

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Text Medium

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Text Bold

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Text xBold

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!

Text Black

Speak up for change to happen!
Speak up for change to happen!
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Fortæl dem!
men kun det,
jeg vil høre
90 / 90 pt Edie & Eddy Text Light

Always do
what you’re
afraid to do.
75 / 85 pt Edie & Eddy Text Medium Italic

www.TypeMates.com
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25 / 30 pt Edie & Eddy Slab

The super family Edie & Eddy offers three
strong discussion partners whose strengths complement each other wonderfully:
the Modern, the Slab and the Text. In a
discussion between the three, the Slab
takes on the bold, loud and, if necessary,
somewhat cheeky part.
25 / 30 pt Edie & Eddy Modern

In the Edie & Eddy superfamily, individual characters work together as a strong
team: the Modern, the Slab and the Text.
In the interaction between the three, the
Modern shines through sound opinion and
strong and sophisticated persuasion.
25 / 30 pt Edie & Eddy Text

The Edie & Eddy superfamily features
three strong opinion leaders who complement each other as a team: the Modern,
the Slab and the Text. In a discourse between the three, the Text reflects the precise elaboration of a point, the safe middle
ground.
www.TypeMates.com
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Subfamily Modern

7 / 9,5 pt Light + Medium

9 / 11,9 pt Light + Medium

12 / 16 pt Light + Medium

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered
a landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies extended rights, privileges and
benefits to married same-sex couples
because of the decision. Windsor was
born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
to James and Celia Schlain, a Russian
Jewish immigrant family of modest
means. She was the youngest of three
children. During her childhood, her

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology
manager at IBM. She was the lead
plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court
of the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage
Act and was considered a landmark
legal victory for the same-sex marriage movement in the United States.
The Obama administration and federal
agencies extended rights, privileges and
benefits to married same-sex couples
because of the decision. Windsor was
born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to
James and Celia Schlain, a Russian

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology
manager at IBM. She was the lead
plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court
of the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage
Act and was considered a landmark legal victory for the same-sex
marriage movement in the United
States. The Obama administration
and federal agencies extended rights,

7 / 9,5 pt Regular + Bold

9 / 11,9 pt Regular + Bold

12 / 16 pt Regular + Bold

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist and
a technology manager at IBM. She
was the lead plaintiff in the 2013
Supreme Court of the United
States case United States v. Windsor, which overturned Section 3
of the Defense of Marriage Act and
was considered a landmark legal
victory for the same-sex marriage movement in the United
States. The Obama administration and federal agencies extended
rights, privileges and benefits to
married same-sex couples because
of the decision. Windsor was born
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to
James and Celia Schlain, a Russian Jewish immigrant family of
modest means. She was the young-

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology
manager at IBM. She was the lead
plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court
of the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage
Act and was considered a landmark
legal victory for the same-sex
marriage movement in the United
States. The Obama administration
and federal agencies extended rights,
privileges and benefits to married
same-sex couples because of the
decision. Windsor was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to James and

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered a landmark legal victory for
the same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies

7 / 9,5 pt Medium + xBold

9 / 11,9 pt Medium + xBold

12 / 16 pt Medium + xBold

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist
and a technology manager at IBM.
She was the lead plaintiff in
the 2013 Supreme Court of the
United States case United States
v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act and was considered a
landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies extended rights, privileges
and benefits to married same-sex
couples because of the decision.
Windsor was born in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, to James and Celia
Schlain, a Russian Jewish immigrant family of modest means. She

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered a landmark legal victory for
the same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies
extended rights, privileges and benefits to married same-sex couples
because of the decision. Windsor
was born in Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist
and a technology manager at IBM.
She was the lead plaintiff in
the 2013 Supreme Court of the
United States case United States
v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act and was considered a
landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama

www.TypeMates.com
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Subfamily Slab

7 / 9,5 pt Light + Medium

9 / 11,9 pt Light + Medium

12 / 16 pt Light + Medium

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered
a landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies extended rights, privileges and
benefits to married same-sex couples
because of the decision. Windsor was
born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
to James and Celia Schlain, a Russian
Jewish immigrant family of modest
means. She was the youngest of three
children. During her childhood, her

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology
manager at IBM. She was the lead
plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court
of the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage
Act and was considered a landmark
legal victory for the same-sex marriage movement in the United States.
The Obama administration and federal
agencies extended rights, privileges and
benefits to married same-sex couples
because of the decision. Windsor was
born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
to James and Celia Schlain, a Russian

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology
manager at IBM. She was the lead
plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court
of the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage
Act and was considered a landmark
legal victory for the same-sex
marriage movement in the United
States. The Obama administration
and federal agencies extended rights,

7 / 9,5 pt Regular + Bold

9 / 11,9 pt Regular + Bold

12 / 16 pt Regular + Bold

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist and
a technology manager at IBM. She
was the lead plaintiff in the 2013
Supreme Court of the United
States case United States v.
Windsor, which overturned Section
3 of the Defense of Marriage Act and
was considered a landmark legal
victory for the same-sex marriage movement in the United
States. The Obama administration and federal agencies extended
rights, privileges and benefits to
married same-sex couples because
of the decision. Windsor was born
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to
James and Celia Schlain, a Russian Jewish immigrant family of
modest means. She was the young-

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology
manager at IBM. She was the lead
plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court
of the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage
Act and was considered a landmark
legal victory for the same-sex
marriage movement in the United
States. The Obama administration
and federal agencies extended rights,
privileges and benefits to married
same-sex couples because of the
decision. Windsor was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to James and

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered a landmark legal victory for
the same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies

7 / 9,5 pt Medium + xBold

9 / 11,9 pt Medium + xBold

12 / 16 pt Medium + xBold

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at
IBM. She was the lead plaintiff
in the 2013 Supreme Court of
the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned Section 3 of the Defense of
Marriage Act and was considered
a landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies extended rights, privileges
and benefits to married same-sex
couples because of the decision.
Windsor was born in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, to James and Celia
Schlain, a Russian Jewish immigrant family of modest means. She

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered
a landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies
extended rights, privileges and benefits to married same-sex couples
because of the decision. Windsor
was born in Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at
IBM. She was the lead plaintiff
in the 2013 Supreme Court of
the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned Section 3 of the Defense of
Marriage Act and was considered
a landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama

www.TypeMates.com
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Subfamily Text

7 / 9,5 pt Light + Medium

9 / 11,9 pt Light + Medium

12 / 16 pt Light + Medium

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered
a landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies extended rights, privileges and
benefits to married same-sex couples
because of the decision. Windsor was
born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
to James and Celia Schlain, a Russian
Jewish immigrant family of modest
means. She was the youngest of three
children. During her childhood, her

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology
manager at IBM. She was the lead
plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court
of the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage
Act and was considered a landmark
legal victory for the same-sex marriage movement in the United States.
The Obama administration and federal
agencies extended rights, privileges and
benefits to married same-sex couples
because of the decision. Windsor was
born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to
James and Celia Schlain, a Russian

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered
a landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement in
the United States. The Obama administration and federal agencies ex-

7 / 9,5 pt Regular + Bold

9 / 11,9 pt Regular + Bold

12 / 16 pt Regular + Bold

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist and
a technology manager at IBM. She
was the lead plaintiff in the 2013
Supreme Court of the United
States case United States v.
Windsor, which overturned Section
3 of the Defense of Marriage Act and
was considered a landmark legal
victory for the same-sex marriage movement in the United
States. The Obama administration and federal agencies extended
rights, privileges and benefits to
married same-sex couples because
of the decision. Windsor was born
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to
James and Celia Schlain, a Russian Jewish immigrant family of
modest means. She was the young-

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American
LGBT rights activist and a technology
manager at IBM. She was the lead
plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court
of the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage
Act and was considered a landmark
legal victory for the same-sex
marriage movement in the United
States. The Obama administration
and federal agencies extended rights,
privileges and benefits to married
same-sex couples because of the
decision. Windsor was born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, to James and

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was
the lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme Court of the United States
case United States v. Windsor,
which overturned Section 3 of the
Defense of Marriage Act and was
considered a landmark legal victory for the same-sex marriage
movement in the United States.
The Obama administration and fed-

7 / 9,5 pt Medium + xBold

9 / 11,9 pt Medium + xBold

12 / 16 pt Medium + xBold

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist and
a technology manager at IBM. She
was the lead plaintiff in the 2013
Supreme Court of the United
States case United States
v. Windsor, which overturned
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act and was considered a
landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
administration and federal agencies extended rights, privileges
and benefits to married same-sex
couples because of the decision.
Windsor was born in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, to James and Celia
Schlain, a Russian Jewish immigrant family of modest means. She

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at IBM. She was the
lead plaintiff in the 2013 Supreme
Court of the United States case
United States v. Windsor, which
overturned Section 3 of the Defense
of Marriage Act and was considered a landmark legal victory for
the same-sex marriage movement in the United States. The
Obama administration and federal
agencies extended rights, privileges
and benefits to married same-sex
couples because of the decision.
Windsor was born in Philadelphia,

Edith “Edie” Windsor was an
American LGBT rights activist and a technology manager at
IBM. She was the lead plaintiff
in the 2013 Supreme Court of
the United States case United
States v. Windsor, which overturned Section 3 of the Defense of
Marriage Act and was considered
a landmark legal victory for the
same-sex marriage movement
in the United States. The Obama
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nice, look at all
those characters
Uppercase

Lowercase

Punktuation

Small Caps
and Versal Capitals

Figures,
Currency
Math Symbols

Arrows and Symbols
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OpenType Features

OFF ON
Case Sensitive

»UPS« ¿NOW–THEN?

»UPS« ¿NOW–THEN?

Contextual Alternates

20:15 50x70 9-5

20:15 50x70 9-5

Numerators, Denomin.

12345/67890

12345/67890

Fractions

Shake of 2 1/2 Lemons

Shake of 2 1/2 Lemons

Tabular Figures

€7001612 ₺6108049

€7001612 ₺6108049

Proportional Figures

3.752.140 Mill.

3.752.140 Mill.

Oldstyle Figures

0123456789

0123456789

Tabular Oldstyle Figures

0123456789

0123456789

Inferiors, Subscript

x76 + y28 CO2-Red.

x⁷⁶ + y²⁸ CO₂-Red.

Ordinals

Erster 1a, Zweiter 2o

Erster 1a, Zweiter 2o

Localized Forms

Şi bărbaţi. Míjn ijs!

Și bărbaţi. Míjn ijs!

Slashed Zero

Pass: O3E07B104

Pass: O3E07B104

Optional Ligatures

a film about flow

a film about flow

Versal Case

“Style it! 1,2,3...”

“Style it! 1,2,3...”

Small Caps

“Style it! 1,2,3...”

“Style it! 1,2,3...”

01 – Circled figures, black

123456789

123456789

02 – Circled figures, white

123456789

123456789

03 – Rational set

well and rational all in one

well and rational all in one

04 – Rational Roman a g

good goals

good goals

05 – Rational Oblique v w y

verry wild

verry wild

06 – Rational ascender set

hope, the key to brilliance

hope, the key to brilliance

07 – Script-like s

script like

script like
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